
From: Diane Turner 
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2017 11:20 AM 
Subject: FW: Endangered Wildlife Trust statement on the Knysna fires 
Dear All,
Dr Tony Rebelo is a Restoration Ecologist with SANBI and famed for his Protea Atlas Project, 
where we first met him. Although he agrees that aliens are exacerbating the problem, he has a lot 
more to add. The Endangered Wildlife Trust’s article to which he replied is below his e-mail.
Di Turner
Outramps CREW Group
Southern Cape

From: Tony Rebelo [mailto:T.Rebelo@sanbi.org.za] 
Sent: Saturday, June 17, 2017 9:59 PM
To: bridgetc@ewt.org.za; belindag@ewt.org.za
Cc: Van Wilgen, BW, Prof <bvanwilgen@sun.ac.za>; John Maytham
Subject: Endangered Wildlife Trust statement on the Knysna fires
Hi
What is missing from your statement is the current legal and managerial situation where fires are 
being put out without any programme of fuel reduction burns.
Harping on about the aliens, is not helping. They do make matters worse, but only by an increment. 
The real issue is that as fire-fighting teams become better at putting out fires, the average age of the 
Fynbos increases and the fuel load increases.
Without a “fuel-reduction / prescribed / control burn” strategy in place, the fuel load increases until 
conditions are reached when it is impossible to put out and control a fire. 
It is simply a failure to appreciate that one cannot allow the fuel to increase to unsafe limits and then
expect to be able to continue controlling wildfires.
The current situation is primarily the result of over 30 years (since SAFCOL was handed over to 
Cape Nature in the late 1980s), in which fuel-reduction burns and fire belts have been neglected.
The current fire legislation which places legal responsibility and costs on the managers doing any 
fuel-reduction burns does not help either. Scared to burn, they delay any prescribed burns or play 
safe and pray for someone else to start the fire so that they will not incur costs of public wrath.
As a consequence, the average veld age has been increasing until it has reached the point that under 
extreme conditions it is utterly uncontrollable.
The impact of the aliens is only to reduce the time to achieving these uncontrollable fires by 20-
50%. 
These fires have occurred in the ideal conditions for natural fires. Ecologically they are perfect fires.
The problems are simply:
(1) Natural fire cycles have been efficiently suppressed to the extent that abnormal and unnatural 
fuel loads existed resulting in totally uncontrollable fires;
(2) Alien plants (and plantations) have exacerbated the situation by almost 1 order of magnitude;
(3) The general public and municipalities do not contribute to keeping fuel loads low around human 
structures and then are surprised when they burn down. When they do, it is during the period 
immediately after a fire when it is unnecessary, and as time and memory fade, precautions are 
forgotten.



Putting all the blame on the aliens is not going to help. As the Spanish, Portuguese, French, Greece, 
Italians, Californians and Australians are all learning the hard way: putting out fires creates the 
problems we are currently experiencing. Why does no one learn?: a large proportion of the 2015 
Peninsula fire was in perfectly natural veld with almost no aliens. It was purely the result of an 
average fuel load and perfect fire conditions – exactly what nature ordered.
We need to address the real issues.
Aliens are bad, and make the situation worse. But the underlying cause is a flawed, illogical and 
fatal misunderstanding of our natural ecosystems and the role and impact of fire on them. We need 
to restore fire as a tool and not make it an evil bogeyman. Until then, we will continue to have these 
disasters, and they will become worse the more money and expertise is thrown at putting out fires. 
The solution is to embrace fires as natural, and use it as a tool to help control and eradicate aliens, 
and keep Fynbos fuel loads to a safe level.
Ta, Dr Tony Rebelo, SANBI

 

 

Endangered Wildlife Trust statement on the Knysna fires

15 June 2017

 

The Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT) was truly devastated to hear of the fires that have wreaked 
havoc on huge areas of the Garden Route, and particularly Knysna. The loss of life, property and 
habitat is tragic, and our thoughts are with all those affected, as well as those who are working to 
stabilise the situation.

The extreme nature of these fires and the extent of the damage was in no small way exacerbated by 
the extensive and uncontrolled spread of alien plant species such as pine and wattle trees. The threat 
posed by alien invasive plants in the area was identified many years ago. An article written by 
Richard Cowling, Brian van Wilgen, Tineke Kraaij, and Jonathan Britton, titled How no-man’s-land
is now everyone’s problem, and published in the September 2009 edition of Veld&Flora, was almost
prophetic in the concerns it raised regarding the potential for abnormally intense fires to ravage the 
area, due to the replacement of indigenous fynbos with alien plant species such as pine trees. The 
authors developed various scenarios for the Garden Route and, based on the existence of 
uncontrolled alien spread, and periods of lower rainfall, they predicted that “… fires would rage 



with abnormal intensity, seriously threatening homes, crops, plantations and people. The high-
intensity fires would damage the soil, resulting in erosion and silting up of dams, further 
exacerbating water problems.”

The intense fires fuelled by alien vegetation also have a far more damaging impact on the soil than 
typical fynbos fires would have, resulting in extreme erosion. This eroded soil and other debris now 
threatens to end up in the area’s water sources, with a potentially devastating effect on water quality 
and the ecosystems in those rivers and estuaries. This brings home the importance of investment in 
ecosystem services, alien vegetation removal and catchment rehabilitation. The National 
Department of Environmental Affairs Natural Resource Management Programme, as well as 
provincial agencies, such as CapeNature, need to continue and ramp up the valuable work they do 
on this front to get a handle on the invasions that threaten, not just our water resources but lives and 
habitats too. Civil society needs to get behind these agencies and work together to make sure this 
scale of disaster does not happen again.

The EWT has previously been involved with developing the Knysna estuary management plan some
ten years ago and had started discussions with the members of the Knysna Basin Project and the 
Estuary Management Forum in May this year around re-engaging to provide implementation 
support for aspects of the estuary management plan. In a few short weeks, everything has now 
changed and we are re-assessing how we can work with the Forum and the local communities to 
support both short-term protection of the estuary from siltation and runoff as well as long-term 
catchment management through restoration and re-indigenisation.

We are working with various partners to document the extent of the damage to the natural 
environment, particularly as a result of sediment and debris that may now end up in the estuary, and 
the potential impact on key habitats, such as the Eelgrass, and species, such as the Knysna Seahorse.
Our aim is to have a team in the field in the coming week to start supporting local authorities to 
alleviate some of these impacts through debris clearing and silt trap ecosystem restoration work 
around the estuary.

The EWT is making an urgent plea for local government, the private sector, members of the public 
and communities to join hands and ensure that the restoration of the indigenous ground cover, 
removal of alien vegetation and improved management of the catchment in the Garden Route is 
urgently prioritised over the short and long term in order to secure the socio-economic development 
and sustainability of this region and to make sure that this never happens again.
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